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Abstract

This paper concerns the development of methods for risk handling in high-technology
ventures. It enquires into attitudes to risk, and skills at risk management, in the
relationship between high-technology firms and their venture capital backers. It
argues that as the venture capital industry matures, so should the techniques which
high-technology firms and their venture capital backers use for risk management. It
proposes that total risk be split up into innovation risk, business risk and agency risk.
The main category of risk which the venture capitalist typically has sought to
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attention to business and innovation risk has been severely limited.  Lack of overall
success in risk handling may have contributed to the observed failure of provision of
adequate levels of outside finance for UK high-technology ventures, when yardstick
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corresponding methodology, for investigating methods used for managing innovation,
business and agency risks in investor-investee relations.
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1. Introduction

The purpose of this paper is to propose a methodology for investigating risk in high

technology ventures that gives prominence to monitoring and control methods.  The

approach is rooted in industrial economics, but has aspects which are inter-

disciplinary.  The starting point for the methodology proposed is the literature on the

economics of uncertainty, especially that of choice under uncertainty.  A link is

established between this literature and monitoring and control techniques, of which

the most highly developed are those of management accounting theory and practice.

   Three classes of risk are identified: agency, innovation and business, see Fiet (1995

a, b).  The paper develops by distinguishing first between risk and uncertainty.  Then

risk in high technology ventures is considered, including its consequences for

investor-investee relations.  An explicit example is developed of a firm with high

business risk.  Next, intellectual property is examined, with an emphasis on the risks

attaching to prospective market value of a new technology.  Finally, a research

methodology, which is fieldwork based, is developed for seeking new insights into

risk appraisal in high technology new ventures.  A detailed set of questions to be

addressed is developed.  The paper concludes that this approach shows considerable

promise, and commends the implementation of the methodology mapped out in the

research agenda.

2.  Risk and Uncertainty

Consider the three risk classes identified as salient: agency, innovation and business

risks.  Agency risk arises because of asymmetric information between economic

agents (notably between investors and investees) and different attitudes to risk.

Agency risk can be reduced by superior monitoring and control systems (e.g. MAS)
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within the high-technology venture, driven by both internally and externally generated

needs [see Mitchell, Reid and Terry (1995, 1999)].  Innovation risk arises because of

the inability of forecasters, even technology-foresight specialists, to anticipate fully

the development cost of a new technological product or service of a given quality or

technical specification.  For example, although a budget may be assigned for funding

the development of a new technology, which will lead to an ‘innovative step’, it may,

in practice, prove to be inadequate.  Typically, the problem of budget overrun is the

main one of practical consequence, but it is endemic.  Not only are costs incurred for

development towards the innovative step, which are higher than expected, but also

costs are incurred at later dates than originally planned.  Such innovation risks

generate irresistible needs for resource reallocation, both across immediate needs

within the firm, at a point in time, and across diverse needs at future points in time.

Business risk arises because of the inability of industrial economists, accountants and

business forecasters to predict with any precision the prospective value of a new

product in the competitive marketplace.  Not only do innovation risks feed forward

into business risks (e.g. in the sense of timing of initial market entry of a product), but

also business risks arise from action-reaction effects within the marketplace.  These

arise as rivals attempt to accommodate to the marketplace implications of innovative

steps, very often in a strategic fashion e.g. by pre-emption, emulation, imitation,

backward engineering etc.

   When we talk of risk, we are assuming well-defined probabilities.  Some would

hold that numerical probabilities may only be admitted if they are given a relative

frequency interpretation.  If an event A occurs nA times in a set of n independent trials,

under essentially unchanged conditions, then the relative frequency of A is nA / n.

Then the frequency limit is defined as the limit to which this ratio tends as n becomes
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indefinitely large (i.e. tends to infinity).  This limit is then identified with the

probability of the event A, written P(A).  As Richard von Mises (1928) has shown, this

approach can lay the basis for a complete calculus of probability.  Some economic

events can be handled in this way.  Famously, Knight (1921 p.213) illustrated it by the

stable probability of champagne bottles bursting in the storage cave of a champagne

producing business.  Such caves contain hundreds of thousands of champagne bottles,

and the producers have typically been in existence for hundreds of years, so in a way

the frequency limit is empirically verified.  However, many risky situations cannot be

approached in this way.  Keynes (1921) treated probability in terms of the ‘degree of

rational belief’.  His probability involves the logical relationship between two

statements.  Thus if p follows from q, then q ‘gives’ to p a probability of one.  If p and

q are contradictory, q ‘gives’ to p a probability of zero.  Between the two are relations

between p and q which can be used to attach a probability to p which is greater, the

less its content goes beyond what is contained in q.  In this way, the gap between

certain and impossible can be filled by numerical probabilities which express ‘degree

of belief’.  Knight (1921) turned our attention to cases in which no logic, or even

psychology, could be of use in dealing with business hazards.  Businessmen, he would

say, simply have an unfathomable ‘capacity’ to infer the possibility of more, rather

than less, profitable outcomes.  At other points in his writings, this capacity is referred

to by Knight (1921, p.229) as ‘intuitive judgement’ or ‘unconscious induction’.  In

such cases he goes so far as to say that risk is non-measurable, and should be termed

‘uncertainty’.

   Thus when it comes to uncertainty, ways of dealing with it in a new venture require

an awareness that risk appraisal may not even go so far as making a probability

judgement.  An example of making a probability judgement would be that there is a
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10% chance that the market extent for a new high-technology product will exceed

£100,000 sales per annum; and a 90% chance that it will be £100,000 or less.  There

may be a desire by the decision-maker to stop short of a probability judgement of this

sort, because the vagueness of the evidence only permits the appraisal that a large

market is much less probable than a small market.  Economists like Knight (1921) and

Keynes (1921) were both aware that not all uncertainties could be gauged against the

yardstick of unique probability distributions.  To Knight, uncertainty appraisal made

appeal to judgement or to pattern recognition, in essentially unique situations.  Indeed,

an intrinsic feature contributing to the uncertainty was that the situation had not been

encountered before.  By contrast, as we have seen, probability assignment made

appeal to evidence on, or relative frequencies of, similar, independent past events.

Keynes argued that uncertainty concerning events came in three types.  In the first, the

information was so vague that events could not be compared; in the second they could

at least be ranked according to higher or lower probability; and in the third, actual

numerical probabilities could be assigned.  Despite a contemporary trend in risk

analysis to advocate the use of numerical risk estimation, a concession often made is

that an indication should be given of whether such estimates should be regarded as

‘soft’ or ‘hard.’

   Economists naturally suggest a cost-benefit approach to vague information.  Costs

arise because using non-numerical risk assessments blunts the cutting edge of

decision making.  Further, the advanced manipulation of probability statements (to

compute compound or conditional probabilities for example) is lost.  Benefits arise in

that the decision-maker retains control by admitting that there are limits to the

precision possible (e.g. by talking in terms of ranges, rather than points), and is

thereby more open to the context of the decision.  For example the decision-maker
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becomes more sensitive to features like the degree of dread of the downside, or the

nature of risk which involves elements of the unknowable, because of lack of

observation, time lags, etc.  Both these features are present in venture capital contexts.

In fact it is found that individual differences in understanding vague uncertainties are

both reliable and substantial [see Wallsten (1990)].  Therefore, vague probabilistic

forecasts may be preferred to precise ones, when that is all that the data warrant.

   With the exception of work by Ruhnka and Young (1991), little attention has been

paid to creating a theory of risk management in venture capital contexts.  The

approach proposed aims to remedy this deficiency in the literature.  Reid (1998)

provides a base from which further work can be undertaken.  There, a wide range of

issues of risk management is addressed for both investor and investee.  These include:

chance outcomes and sure prospects; offsetting good outcomes against bad; effects of

new projects on overall risk management; and risk-sharing.  The design techniques

applied to instrumentation (typically administered questionnaires and semi-structured

interviews) provide exemplars for the development of new instruments for the

proposed approach.

   Although, from the 18th century on, risk theorists like Bernoulli have argued that

individuals faced with different prospects or gambles select the one that maximises

expected utility or value, the behavioural analysis of decision-makers subject to risk,

in experimental situations, provides cautionary evidence.  To illustrate, Kahneman

and Tversky (1979) have discovered that experimental subjects display conduct which

is anomalous from a classical risk perspective.  These are described as ‘certainty and

reflection’ effects.  It is found that human subjects attach especial importance to

certainty, and certainty seems to be given a higher weighting than even something

quite close to it.  The ‘reflection’ effect indicates that when losses are almost
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inevitably involved, subjects appear to weight rather highly a slim chance of avoiding

any loss.  Such evidence suggests looking at risk management in a fashion which goes

beyond a narrow classical probabilistic approach to a broader qualitative approach.  In

Reid (1998, Chapter 8, Case J) attitude to risk is investigated in a high-technology

firm producing in vitro diagnostic kits.  When high levels of risk were involved in

one-off deals, prospective value was set at zero, because the frequency limit principle

was abandoned.  Further, for a sample of investors considering projects with limited

downside risk, but an attractive upside, it was found that, even when probabilities

were accurately assigned to upside and downside outcomes, the actuarial value was

not used as a reference point [see also Reid, Terry and Smith (1997)].  Thus

qualitative risk assessment appears to be very important in high technology contexts,

and the invocation to go beyond narrow classical probabilistic approaches appears to

have considerable force.

3. Risk in High Technology Ventures

New high-technology ventures are troublesome business propositions not only

because the business and agency risks are high, but also because the innovation risk is

high and not amenable to standard methods of risk appraisal (which appeal to the

frequency limit principle).  The latter is true because there is no statistical track record

to appeal to for highly innovative technologies, so the computation of actuarial risk is

not possible (as it is, for example, in C-V-P analysis, see Ezzamel and Hart (1987,

Chapter 8).  Instead, subjective appraisal of risk is needed, which may appeal to the

best available yardstick comparisons (e.g. related technologies), and expert

evaluations by technology specialists.  Then, assigning new technologies to risk

classes (e.g. high, medium, low) may be the best that can be done, though the
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subjective (rather than statistical) assigning of numerical probabilities, with the usual

properties, is also possible.  Here, several options are possible, including the assigning

of probability as a measure of evidence, or a measure of belief.1

   In high technology ventures, when budgeting for the coming year, a major risk

attaches to the allocation of R&D expenditures thought to be necessary for the next

technological step.  For example, rather than 100 laboratory trials being found to be

necessary for the next step, it may be discovered that as many as 500 are necessary.  If

R&D expenditure is proportionately a major outlay for such enterprises, any volatility

in this component can have devastating effects for allocations to alternative uses e.g.

the training of personnel.  It is enterprises of this sort, and their potential backers

(typically venture capital funds), which are the focus of the proposed research.  The

work of Murray and Lott (1995) finds that UK investors seem to have a bias against

investments in new technology-based firms.  There appeared to be a perception that

high-technology investments were relatively more risky than other investments [see

also Murray (1995)].  This was reflected in setting higher internal rate of return (IRR)

thresholds when evaluating new technology projects (with hurdle rates of return of

40% or more).  The use of different and/or more rigorous criteria, compared to the US

funding scene, has led to UK investors placing pro rata just one third of the finance in

new technology-based firms, as compared to their US counterparts.

   Agency risk arises through incomplete alignment of the interests of investors and

investees [cf. Reid (1998)].  Such risks derive from inefficiencies, all of which

ultimately revolve around problems of information and risk-bearing.  For example,

the investee (entrepreneur) may be better informed than the investor (venture

capitalist) about the product, and may also be more risk averse.  If information were

                                                          
1  Other approaches include Champernowne (1969) on irrelevance.
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perfect, doubt or uncertainty would not attach to decision-making and investors could

choose best actions with complete confidence.  However, information is not perfect,

and investors have to proceed by using imperfect information as effectively as

possible, at the same time as trying to remedy in some measure these imperfections.

Thus the venture capitalist will be motivated to create an information gathering

system which will help him to overcome his relative ignorance, and thus to decrease

the risk of his decision-making environment.

   This creates a demand by the venture capitalist for a more sophisticated monitoring

and control system within the innovating firm, of which the MAS is an example.

Indeed the provision of outside equity (possibly in staged form) is typically contingent

on the implementation of improved MAS.  Thus the increased supply of superior

accounting information by investees naturally follows on from the increased demand

for information by investors seeking to attenuate agency risk [see Mitchell, Reid and

Terry (1995)].  The way in which this increased supply of new information evolves

has been analysed in detail by Mitchell, Reid and Terry (1997).  They find that as the

variety and scope of the monitoring and control procedures which are adopted rises,

so the frequency of provision of information of all types increases.  It was found that

stimulating MAS development, for monitoring and control purposes within the

innovating firm, in turn supported the use of such information for improved internal

decision-making.

   Proceeding in this way, the investor will be better equipped to avoid the tendency

for the entrepreneur to pass all the risk on to him.  The venture capitalist becomes a

better judge of the performance of the entrepreneur; and, in refusing to accept all of

the risk, keeps the entrepreneur on his toes.
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   Although UK venture capitalists are becoming increasingly skilled at attenuating

agency costs, they have not yet progressed so far as their US counterparts in using so-

called ‘boilerplate’ contractual terms.  Further, though they have relative success in

managing agency risk, venture capitalists must increasingly turn their attention to

business risk.  This arises from the uncertain environment within which the quest for

competitive advantage is pursued by the investee (e.g. in terms of innovation, new and

existing rivals, substitutes, and shifts in customer tastes).  This is a less controllable

class of risk in that factors like the market attractiveness of a product sold by the

investee are only partly (e.g. by advertising), but not entirely, amenable to

manipulation.  Contracting is frequently informal, but the relationship relatively pro-

active, which aims to compensate for the informality.

   The relative ignorance about market risk on the part of the investor has partly risen

from a natural tendency to specialise in the controllable area of risk, namely agency

risk.  It would be inefficient for investors to attempt to proceed in the way that, say,

business angels might in seeking to address the problem of business risk.  Business

angels, by having a close relationship (proactive, ‘hands-on’) with an entrepreneur,

can be depended upon to handle business risk relatively effectively.  But from the

investor’s position of relative ignorance, because of a more arms length relationship,

information relevant to business risk is costly to acquire, and difficult to evaluate.

   Though this paper is concerned with methods rather than models, it may help to

develop one extended example of modelling possibilities.  A simple way of modelling

market risk for a firm with capital (assets) K(t) at period t, would be to put a stochastic

component into the sales revenue function R(K), where R' > 0, R" < 0, R(0) = 0 and

R'(0) > i where i is the rate of discount.  Then the stochastic sales revenue function

can be written as S(K) = R(K) [1+σ G] where G is a Gaussian stochastic process,
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serially uncorrelated, with mean zero and unit variance, and σ is a constant.  From

this, we find that expected sales equal R(K), with variance σ2R2(K).  If S(K) is

multiplied by dt we get S(K) dt = R(K) dt + σ R(K) dW where W is a standard Wiener

process viz. independent increments dW with mean zero and variance dt.  Suppose

labour is ignored, there is no depreciation, and  investments are irreversible, ( & )K ≥ 0 .

Then if M(t) denotes cost balances, an increase in income from sales (R) can be used

to increase the cash balance (M), invest in K, or to pay out a dividend (D).

Thus     dM = [ R(K) - &K  - D ] dt + σ R(K) dW where D ≥ 0 denotes the dividend

(assumed non-negative).  The firm is bankrupted if M is negative.

   It is assumed that the firm is run to maximise shareholders’ value by choice of

investment and dividend policy i.e.

max  E De dtit[ ]−∫
0

τ

  with respect to &K ,D

where τ is the planning horizon for the entrepreneur and i the discount rate.  This

maximisation is subject to investment, dividend, and income constraints, initialising

constraints for capital and cash, and the constraint that investment plus dividend

should not exceed income from sales.  Further details of this sort of modelling, on

which the above is based, are contained in Hilten, Kort and Loon (1993).

   For this model, three policies can be identified: cash, investment and dividend

policies.  In each, the variable named in the policy takes precedence over the other

two policies.  What drives the qualitative features of the model is the business risk we

have referred to above, which turns a deterministic sales revenue function (R) into a

stochastic sales revenue function (S).  When there is no uncertainty (σ = 0) cash

balances are not required to act as a buffer between sales revenue and expenses.  If

there is uncertainty ( σ >0) and it is high ( σ >> 0), so the business is in a very risky
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situation, as often occurs in the high technology case we are considering, it may yet

be that a cash policy is never carried out.  This is so, it can be shown, if

[(1/i)-σ / 2i ] ≤ 0 [see Hilten, Kort and Loon (1993, p.256)].  In this case, investment

is so risky that the entrepreneur prefers to pay out dividends, rather than fighting to

avert bankruptcy by an increase in the firm’s cash balance.  Because of the higher risk

( σ  large) a cash policy would court bankruptcy, so it can be rational to increase the

dividend pay-off immediately, before it is too late.  A variety of formalisations of the

risky firm are possible, but hopefully this example illustrates how we might proceed.

4. Intellectual Property

An important way of limiting technological risk exposure is to seek good protection

of intellectual property rights over innovation [see Webster and Packer (1996)].

Classically, this is done through the patent system.  This is now world-wide in scope,

in terms of patenting regimes [see Reid and Roberts (1996), Reid, Siler and Smith

(1996)], though the UK remains pivotal to this day as a place to file initially for a

patent.  We would argue that monitoring and control play an important role in

attaching prospective value to innovations.   Thus the management accountant should

participate in the cost-effectiveness calculations which surround the progression of the

patenting process.  Under active consideration should be both the investment in

technology per se, and the investment in the means for protecting the marketplace

value that the technology may command.

   Obtaining such protection may involve high-technology companies in major costs.

Between the stage of filing for a patent and grant of a patent, there is an iterative

process.  The first step involves presenting the case to patent officers that the

discovery of new technology by the company indeed satisfies criteria for an
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‘innovative step’.  If that case is rebuffed initially, but the technology still looks

promising, requirements for further developments then fall on the company.  To

satisfy such additional requirements, further prototype work may be necessary, extra

testing undertaken, technical glitches smoothed out etc.  These all have costs, not the

least of which are the opportunity costs created when company resources so diverted

are prevented from being allocated to other potentially fruitful innovative activities cf.

Newton, Paxson and Pearson (1996).  Further costs arise when firms seek to create

‘patent families’.  Their purpose is to protect intellectual property across regimes, in

terms of both national (e.g. US, Germany, Japan) and transnational groupings (e.g.

Europe, the World).  The motivation for creating ‘patent families’ is to broaden patent

scope to capture market benefits in as many territories as possible.  The process can

be immensely resource-expensive, particularly when (as in some countries like Spain)

judicial procedures are almost inevitably involved.

5.  Research methodology

The two initial stages in research of the sort suggested by the background above

involve determining sampling frames for both venture capitalists and high-technology

companies and designing an administered questionnaire schedule for face-to-face

interviews.  A detailed consideration of how these stages are to be undertaken would

extend the discussion beyond the methodological scope of this paper.  Suffice it to say

that a variety of sources exist for obtaining random samples of investors and

investees, and that it is desirable that a stratified random sample should be collected.

Much of the active problem-solving of the research will arise not through sampling

per se, but through the need to deal with problems of access to the field.  The solution
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to these problems will no doubt be complex and is not susceptible to a formulaic

approach.

   The investigative side of the fieldwork will need to be responsive to time and place

circumstances.  In seeking ports of entry, we benefit from our acquaintance with

major players in the UK venture capital world, and previous success in making

contact with target individuals and eliciting their co-operation.  The proposed

instrument with which the investor and investee will be investigated is an

administered questionnaire.  This will be designed to explore technology, agency and

business risks.  Previous work in a venture capital context [Fiet (1995a)], using US

data, has used a postal questionnaire.  Although this has convenience and economy to

recommend it, our intention is that a custom designed questionnaire should be

administered in face-to-face interviews with investors and investees.  It is felt that use

of face-to-face interviews has major advantages over the postal questionnaire method.

It avoids a variety of serious non-response biases, particularly on the venture capital

side, and also facilitates a more ambitious and thorough investigation of how types of

risk are handled.

   Concerning risk analysis, a considerably more refined approach is possible,

compared to those available using postal surveys.  Probably most important is the

avoidance of technical terms like business risk and agency risk in the questionnaire

itself, a weakness of previous work in this area.  The terms have many ramifications,

few, if any, of which are likely to be familiar to the respondent.  An appropriately

designed instrument would seek to elicit data on the subject matter with no

requirement that the respondent understands the disciplinary base of the investigation.

Further, where possible, concrete data on risk handling should be referred to, rather

than attitudinal data.
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   To illustrate with an example, the current approach on business risk as regards

competition is to ask investors whether they agree or disagree, mildly or strongly,

with the statement that the existence of many competitors, if not dealt with in some

way, could cause a venture which they had backed to lose money.  The approach has

many weaknesses.  The most obvious is that one should be interested in the effect of

risk management on performance in a continuous sense (e.g. how much higher or

lower will profit be?), rather than simply in a binary sense (e.g. do you or don’t you

run at a loss?).  Further, one is interested in the specifics of risk handling methods.  To

develop the same example, one should enquire into ways in which competitors’

actions can be detected, diverted, forestalled etc in terms of concrete actions (e.g. use

of a trade intelligence database; protection of intellectual property by patents, trade-

marks etc; and aggressive strategies like acquisition or take-over).

   A significant aspect of the novelty of work accomplished within a new agenda of

the sort envisaged is embodied in new questionnaire design.  Such work should be

‘state of the art’, in terms of reflecting the best of current literature, yet free of any

assumption that the respondent is familiar with the terms of reference of the enquiry.

In approaching the problem of designing new instrumentation, the authors draw on

considerable prior experience in prototyping, piloting and constructing successful

administered and semi-structured interview schedules [Reid (1993, 1998)].

   Risk and uncertainty may sometimes be distinguished by saying that they both refer

to future outcomes of which one is unsure, but in the former case this can be

quantified, while in the latter case it can not.  The distinction being made here is

between ‘hard’ and ‘soft’ analysis.  However, it is possible that this goes too far, at

least to the extent that a Knightean framework is concerned.  Frank Knight thought of

uncertain situations as being those in which one could not appeal to a frequency limit
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principle in assigning probabilities.  However, this does not rule out assigning

probabilities by judgement, made, for example, in the light of reasoning in relation to

similar, if not identical, instances.

   One reaction to risk and uncertainty may be conservatism in estimating outcomes.

The apparently benign intention here is to make the business well-protected or safe.

In considering prospective scenarios, the investor might reason that  “It can’t get any

worse than X”.  Whilst this might be regarded as no more than prudential

management, and fits in well with the primacy often given to attenuating the

downside risk by investors, it may lead to a systematic bias in decision making.  The

investor is ignoring the average or typical outcome.   If she persists in this behaviour

over time, it may lead to the forgoing of potentially profitable possibilities.  This

conservatism may extend beyond being systematically pessimistic about outcomes

alone, to being uninterested in the long-term outlook, thus foreshortening  the time

horizon of decision making.  If a future situation is highly uncertain, there may be a

tendency to argue that nothing can be said about it at all, in which case less is said

about the future than is strictly possible.  Sort-termism in decision making can be the

undesirable consequence of this frame of mind.  It may lead to potential for profit

being overlooked, because of an unwillingness to look into the eye of the storm of

uncertainty.

   Broadly speaking, the approach we propose is to investigate the extent to which

formal and informal methods of appraising risk and uncertainty are used.  A catalogue

of approaches, embracing all levels of formality will need to be investigated,

including: using conservative estimates; looking at best and worst estimates; applying

sensitivity analysis; assessing probabilities; and assessing evidence.

   Questions that need to be addressed include the following.
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(a) Are risk premia attached to the discount rates used in investment decisions?  If so,

how is the size of the risk premium calculated?  Is the cost of capital taken as a

reference point in adjusting the discount rate by a premium?  Are risk classes of

investment opportunities recognised, and if so, do they provide reference points

for setting risk premia?  Is a risk return locus of a certain ‘shape’ (e.g. slope)

borne in mind when setting risk premia?  If so, what factors influence its shape?

(b) Is a payback period method of investment appraisal used?  If so, how forward

looking is it?  What determines the time horizon on the payback?  Is it that beyond

a certain point outcomes are too risky, or is it that they are too complex?  Are

payback decision rules modified by cash flow considerations?  If so, are

discounted cash-flow methods used, and how are discount rates assigned?  Is there

a target DCF rate of return?  If so, how is it set?  Will payback periods be reduced

for highly risky situations?  More generally, are target rates of return and payback

periods interdependent?

(c) Is sensitivity analysis applied to investment decisions?  Is this applied in NPV

contexts?  What determines the range of parameters (e.g. of costs) utilised in the

sensitivity analysis?  Is breakeven a relevant reference point in sensitivity

analysis?  Are different values assigned to costs and revenues independently, or is

there recognition of their interdependence?  If the latter, what forms of

interdependence are considered, and can they be quantified?  Are probabilities

attached to costs and revenues in sensitivity calculations?  If so, how are they

assigned?  Is a reference point used of what is expected to happen, about which a

sensitivity exercise is constructed?  If so, what factors are taken into account in

determining what is expected to happen?
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(d) Are certainty equivalents used?  If so, are values and probabilities separately

estimated, and then certainty equivalents calculated, or are certainty equivalents

estimated directly?  If the latter, what factors have a bearing on the setting of these

estimates?  For example, is consideration given to risk variation, year by year,

over the prospective life time of an investment involvement?  Is there

interdependence in the assigning of certainty equivalents (e.g. across years, with

higher risk attached to later years)?  To extend the latter, can different methods of

assigning certainty equivalence be applied in any given year, depending on

whether a cost or a revenue is being considered?

(e) Are quantitative probability estimates made of cash flows (i.e. in effect, can the

probability distribution of prospective cash flows be estimated?)?  If so, are they

used to compute the actuarial or expected value (EV) of the NPV of a project?  In

such a procedure, would a positive EV of the NPV lead to the project being

adopted, or would this be moderated by a further qualitative risk assessment?  Are

calculations made of the probability that the total PV of cash inflows is less than

the project cost (i.e. the probability that the project will run at a loss)?  If so, what

level does this probability have to reach for the risk to be considered unacceptably

high?

(f) Is a model constructed of the firm’s financial objectives?  If so, is it an optimising

model?  If the latter, what is/are the objective(s)?  And what are the constraints?

What variables appear in the financial model?  Are inter-relationships between

these variables considered explicitly?  Is the model used to plan ahead?  Can the

future profitability of the firm be estimated?  Are predictions like these used to

modify the long-run strategy of the firm?  Are simulation methods (e.g. Monte

Carlo techniques) used to examine possible performance paths of the business
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over time?  If so, what is the time frame of interest, and what parameters and

decision rules are varied across simulation runs?

(g) Are explicit decision trees constructed to evaluate different project scenarios?  If

they are, is a distinction made between decision points and outcomes?  Are

probabilities attached to outcomes?  If so, on what basis are these probabilities

assigned?  Is the best action decided upon the basis of the highest expected

returns?  Can the best actions involve delay or waiting?  Is the best action

sometimes contingent on something (e.g. information acquired over a waiting

period)?

   The above are merely indications of the way in which the proposed research agenda

may be developed.  The implementation of questions asked in interview instruments

(e.g. questionnaire schedules) is a matter of detailed design and testing, which is

beyond the scope of this article.  However, the above paragraphs (a) to (g) are

indicative of the sorts of issues that might be addressed, so far as quantitative risk

assessment is concerned.

   As regards qualitative risk assessment, an appraisal of the significant issues has

already been made earlier.  For example, qualitative risk appraisal tends to take over

once the limits of quantitative risk appraisal have been reached (cf. paragraph (e)

above, which concludes with seeking a further judgement on probability after the

quantitative risk appraisal has been completed).  The full development of qualitative

risk appraisal issues will be undertaken elsewhere, building on the earlier work of

Reid (1998).  It may be useful to illustrate with an example how this new approach to

qualitative risk appraisal might proceed.

   The inspiration for this goes back to a decision methodology first developed for

personal use by Benjamin Franklin.  It has since been adapted and modernised by
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specialists in the design of expert systems for decision support purposes (see Hardman

and Ayton, 1997).  Franklin suggested adapting a score carding method for evaluating

the chances of an event occurring.  Examples of this might be the outcome of a

political process, like a candidate being elected or a vote going in favour of a

proposition; or the outcome of an economic process, like a company failing, or a

business achieving main market listing.  In creating his score card, Franklin simply

enumerated arguments for or against an event occurring.  To illustrate, an argument

for a company failing might be that it was too highly geared, and an argument for it

succeeding might be that it had a new product for which there was a buoyant market

demand.  If these were the only arguments on either side, then whether the company

would succeed or fail would be regarded as equivocal.  If one wanted to move from a

qualitative appraisal (i.e. that the outcome was equivocal) to a quantitative appraisal,

then a probability (or chance) of failure of 0.5 is naturally suggested.

   It may seem that arguments for or against an event occurring are rather fragile

guides to probabilities.  However, evidence on real-time decisions taking by human

actors suggests that probability judgements based on explicit reasoning are

considerably more reliable that those based on hunch or intuition, gut reaction,

judgement etc.  This holds true, irrespective of the specific content of the arguments

per se, whether they be in favour of, or against, an event occurring.  Thus the

construction of expert decision systems to assist in risk assessment takes an argument

as a basic building block.  An argument has a known logical syntax, and only

statements conforming to this are accepted.  However, the context of an argument is

not explored.  The translation from arguments for or against an event occurring, into a

qualitative (or even quantitative) risk assessment may be carried out in a variety of

ways.  Very often, a focus of interest in risky situations is on whether there is a ‘more
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than even chance’ of an event occurring.  This judgement might be made whenever

the balance of arguments for the event occurring exceeds those against it occurring.

More contentious, but still probably superior to acting on a hunch, would be to use the

proportion of arguments for an event occurring as a quantitative estimate of its

probability.  The application of these new techniques for risk appraisal in high

technology ventures is as yet untested, but they promise to cast new light on a hitherto

darkened corner, which, until now, appeared difficult to illuminate with currently

available techniques.

6. Conclusion

The purpose of this paper has been to generate a new research agenda.  It has

indicated that a major problem of risk appraisal arises in high technology new

ventures, in that a conservatism of approach has apparently led to systematic under-

investment in such business opportunities in the UK.  Our proposed agenda involves a

comprehensive attack on risk appraisal, using a broad range of approaches, extending

from quantitative to qualitative risk appraisal.  A new task now presents itself - that of

carrying out the applied research programme implied by this agenda.
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